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All of our products have been especially developed to be gut healthy and provide 
the maximum nutritional value without compromising on taste.  Our recipes are 
vetted by an independent nutritionist to tick the health boxes and then tasted by 
many harsh critics to make sure they are blooming scrumptious too, always.  

We are so confident in our products that we offer a sale or return policy with every 
first order, a no quibble guarantee. 
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In the health food world there is sadly quite a lot of pseudo health guff out there.  
This is NOT us.  We’re just as we say we are; TROO.  We use 100% natural in-
gredients, no dodgy additives or preservatives, just honest goodness. We manu-
facture in the UK and use beautiful British gluten free oats. Simple really. 
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One of the best parts of our work is meeting people who really love our products.  
This is especially touching when we meet those with restricted diets.  We  really 
enjoy making food that diabetics, those with a gluten intolerance; vegans etc can 
get stuck into without any worries.  So heart-warming. 
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We pride ourselves in being straight forward to deal with.  We’re a no nonsense,  
say it as it is kind of team.  The aim is to deliver great, personal service every 
time and have a bit of fun along the way.  If this isn’t happening we want to 
know... 

We want to help you succeed with our products and are keen to get involved in 
your activities.  We can also help you develop and launch specific events for your 
customers. From social media to tastings to fairs and festivals, we’d love to help. 



 CHOCOLATE SEEDY NUTTY 

SKU 521 485 487 

EAN  506057322000 5060573220019 5060573220026 

CASE 15060573220009 15060573220016 15060573220023 

RRP £4.99 

CASE CONTENTS 8 X 350G BAGS -TOTAL WEIGHT 3KG 

CASE DIMENSIONS W 207mm L 497mm H 270mm 

PRODUCT LIFE 6 months from manufacture 

CLAIMS GLUTEN FREE, DAIRY FREE, VEGAN, SUITABLE FOR DIABETICS 

Correct as of 23.06.18 

• Debunks the myth that healthy food comes with a taste compromise 

• HEALTHY, DELICIOUS GRANOLA -  lowest sugar, very high fibre, gluten free, 

source of protein, nutrient rich, low GI, no artificial additives or preservatives or emul-
sifiers, packed with prebiotics; gut healthy; in line with major food trends 

• Bright, bold  plastic free bags, the first in the cereal category 

• Encourages consumer trade up adding value to the category  

• Especially suitable for vegans, diabetics & those on a gut healthy or gluten free diet 



 PURE 

SKU 033 

EAN  5060573220033 

UPC 15060573220030  

RRP £6.99 

CASE CONTENTS 6X 250G JARS -TOTAL WEIGHT 5KG inc jars 

CASE DIMENSIONS tbc 

PRODUCT LIFE 12 months minimum 

CLAIMS GLUTEN FREE, DAIRY FREE, VEGAN,  LOW GI 

Correct as of 23.06.18 

• The innovative functional sweetener that we use in our granola,. Packed with prebi-

otic fibre, the essential food that nourishes our good gut bacteria 

• CHICORY ROOT FIBRE SYRUP (INULIN) - 65% soluble fibre, only 9g natural sug-

ars, less than half the calories of sugar,, completely natural 

• Scientifically proven  to support a healthy digestive system and help manage blood 

glucose levels (EU approved claims) 

• Also proven to reduce visceral fat and help aid sleep—as shown in  recent BBC 

Health Programmes.  



“ What I love about these is that they only 

use real wholesome ingredients which shows 

how easy healthy eating can be and how 

easy it can be to nourish your body” 

@wanderlustingforever 
INSTA 

“ These flavours sound amazing… dark choc 

and orange          

@hrmorrisroe 
INSTA 

“ 

I’ve been around the whole free 

from festival and this is definitely 

the best tasting granola here... 

Customer 
CARFEST SOUTH 

“At last, a great tasting granola 

that’s low in sugar….” 

Customer 
FREE FROM FESTIVAL BRISTOL 

“Could I try it again, it’s so deli-

cious, is 3 too many, ooops?!….” 

Trialist 
LONDON OFFICE SAMPLING 

“Are these really OK for diabet-

ics?  This will be my new break-

fast!, the rest I’ve tried have 

been so awful” 

Customer 
FREE FROM FESTIVAL BRISTOL 

“Lovely eye catching packaging”  

@the hungryfoodmonsters 
INSTA 

Customer 
ALLERGY & FREE FROM SHOW 
LONDON 

“This is the best vegan break-

fast ever, I LOVE it!” 



Mintel estimates the UK Cereal Market in 2017 to be worth £1.508M -0.9% in val-
ue and -2.8% in volume.  RTE CEREAL is worth £1.257M, -1.5%. Consumers 
want healthier options and are frustrated by fake health claims. 
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Convenience leads the way in terms of breakfast choice, with sugar and fibre the 
most important health claims influencing breakfast choice 

55% quick to prepare     50% keeps you fuller for longer    31% low sugar 

31% high fibre                25% low cals                                 18% eat on the go  
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SOURCES: Mintel breakfast habits may 2016; MINTEL BREAKFAST CEREALS 
UK – AUGUST 2017 The Grocer Breakfast Category Report August 2017; 

Out of home breakfast eating is growing, but still over 90% of breakfast is eaten 
at home.  44% of people also eat breakfast at work, often taking cereal in to eat 
at their desks. 
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Nearly half of those who skip breakfast are aged between 16 and 34; and these 
are almost 1/3 of UK breakfast eaters!  These consumers are very specific about 
what they want and what they’re not willing to trade on - taste and nutrition.  
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Nutrition is especially important at breakfast as consumers want to make a 
healthy start to the day.  Consumers of all ages and life stages are looking for 
genuinely low sugar options and high fibre products.  
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57% of parents who have stopped buying a favourite kids cereal due to sugar 
concerns say there aren’t enough healthy children’s cereals that look fun. They 
don’t want healthy cereal to look to serious or ‘worthy’ as kids will reject it! 
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Mintel state that a breakfast cereal which details on pack where the grains have 
been sourced appeals to 40% of consumers rising to 47% of under 35s. This is 
seen as an untapped opportunity best exploited by smaller brands. 
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TROOFOODS LTD, LE CHOIX, THE BAYLE, FOLKESTONE, KENT. CT20 1SQ 
E. HELLO@EATTROO.COM 

T. 01227 392 228 
M. 07411 934 700 

Selling Advice 

Obviously we know a lot about our products and are always ready to help you with any questions.  We’ve 

also got specialists on board if there is specific advice you need, for example with Nutrition queries.  Just 

get in touch using the contact details below. 

Ordering 

We have a minimum order value to qualify for free delivery. If your order is below this, a P&P cost will be 

charged. 

Product Care 

Although our products are ambient, like most other products they will not tolerate excessive heat, cold or 

humidity.   Adverse storage conditions will impact on product quality and shelf life  which isn’t good for 

either of us. 

Prices & RRP 

We provide a RRP for your guidance only, you can of course charge whatever you think is appropriate.  If 

you have any questions or suggestions with regards to pricing or promotions do get in touch, we are al-

ways ready to listen. 


